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The field of labor history has undergone a stunning metamorphosis, a s chronicled in the
pages of this journal and others over the past three decades. Emerging from its drab economic
cocoon in the 1960s, labor history has become a part.icular1 lively and colorful creature of the
humanities, a t once deeply historical in method and sensitive theoretically to the variety of human
experiences and understandings. The field has not merely evolved; it has been transformed

-- a

process so profound that even the term "labor history" itself has fallen into disfavor with some
"new" historians who regard it a s an anachronistic throwback to the "old" union-centered
institutional paradigm. 1
This intellectual transformation has been the subject of several illuminating discussions.2
In almost every case, the tone

-- if not the explicit message -- has been celebratory, owing mainly

to the demise of the old union-centered history. With the ascendance of the new history of the
working class, it is argued, the field has finally come of age. While sharing much of the
enthusiasm for the new history, I find little to celebrate in the growing marginalization of unions
and other institutional forces in contemporary historiographical writing on the working class. I do
not regard the demise of institutional approaches a s a sign of the field's maturity so much a s a
means for avoiding the intellectual challenges posed by the old history. Continued progress, a s I
suggest below, is not likely to come from exchanging one historical method for another, but from
utilizing the perspective of the new history to address the relevant concerns of the old.
The following comments, necessarily brief, are not intended a s an exhaustive survey of
modern labor history. My aims are rather more modest. Instead of offering a superficial
overview of the field, I have chosen to focus more narrowly on the theme of worker consciousness,
both because it is one of the most central, yet undertheorized, concepts that labor historians have
to work with, and because it is one of the few common concerns that spans the old and new
histories.
The study of worker consciousness sui gmxk really begins kith Karl Kautsky, the
leading theorist of communism in Germany around the turn of the century. Challenging the

reigning Marxian orthodoxy which reduced consciousness to the organization of production,
Kautsky introduced a critical distinction between what he termed the objective "conditions for
socialist production" and the "consciousness of its necessity." I t was "the nature of the case," he
explained, that "modern socialist consiousness" arose alongside but not exclusively out of the
economic struggle between classes. 3
Both strands of Kautsky's argument -- his insistence of the relative autonomy of ideology,
and his rejection of economic reductionism

-- were woven together by Lenin into a more formal

theory of proletarian consciousness. Writing in 1902, the future Bolshevik leader turned against
his more orthodox comrades within the Russian Social Democratic Party, who he denounced as
"economists" for maintaining that socialist consciousness would arise spontaneously from the
economic struggle against capital. Retreating still further from classical Marxism's belief in the
self-emancipatory capacity of the working class, Lenin argued that bourgeoise ideology, because of
its strength and pervasiveness in capitalist society, rendered most workers incapable of generating
revolutionary consciousness on their own. "The history of all countries shows," concluded Lenin,
in one of his most celebrated passages, "that the working class, exclusively by its own efforts, is
able to develop only trade union consciousness."4
Lenin, under attack from the prominent Russian Marxist George Plekhanov for "idealism,"
, ~ the general thrust of his argument regarding the role of consciousness in
promptly r e ~ a n t e dbut
the revolutionary process was eventually borne out by events following World War I. In trying to
explain the crushing defeat of working-class movements in Germany, Austria, Italy, Hungary and
elsewhere, leading western european Marxists returned to Lenin's earlier emphasis on
subjectivity, arguing that recent setbacks underscored the importance not of objective conditions,
which they regarded a s ripe across the continent, but of the masses' willingness to act. If, under
presumably favorable conditions, most workers still refused to mount the barricades, it was
because they had embraced the ideology of the dominant class a s their own. The struggle in the
streets, in short, was unwinnable without first winning the battle for workers' minds. 6

Victory in the ideological contest depended on the presence of a tightly organized and
disciplined party a t the head of the workers' movement. This "party of a new type," as Lenin
envisioned it, was to consist of small detachments of "professional revolutionaries" whose
continuing immersion in political activity uniquely insulated them from the contaminating
influence of the hegemonic ideology. As the organizational "embodiment" of proletarian
consciousness, the party's principal task was to wash away any trace of bourgeois or "false"
thinking, thereby transforming the working class into a collective tabula a on which to inscribe
the ideology of s o ~ i a l i s m . ~
The vanguard party, which Leninists saw a s a cleansing and purifying agent, appeared to
many non-Marxist scholars a s the main source of ideological pollution within the working class.
For the Wisconsin School of labor history, Marxism's chief rival, revolutionary intellectuals only
served to confuse the rank and file, distracting them from their real interests.8 Selig Perlman, the
most aggressive proponent of this view, made such anti-intellectualism the cornerstone of his
theory, premising his entire analysis on the "clearly recognized...dilergence which exists between
the intellectual and the trade unionist." Unlike ordinary workers, who were guided to their
immediate economic concerns by a "universal manualist psychology of scarcity," intellectuals were
animated by an "overwhelming social mysticism ...on behalf of the new social order." Standing
Leninism on its head, Perlman concluded that "false consciousness" was the creation not of a
hegemonic bourgeoisie, but of an insurgent intelligensia whose constant "meddling" sidetracked the
labor movement from its true goals. 9
That is where the debate about worker.ideology stood for many years, with Marxists and
their Wisconsin School critics holding diametrically opposed views regarding the "true," unspoiled
character of proletarian consciousness. When workers articulated ideas a t odds with their "true"
beliefs, expressed feelings inconsistent with their "true" sentiments, or acted in ways that defied
their "true" interests, any of several theoretical alibis were conveniently invoked. J u s t a s
Marxists explained away working-class conservatism by developing theories about the
ideologically corrosive effects of imperialism, affluence, bureaucracy, segmentation, and

misleadership, lo the Wisconsin School dismissed labor radicalism a s an epiphenomena1 product of
incompetent union leaders, irresponsible employers, or vanguard parties. l1 In neither case was
the original theory modified to accommodate reality.
Such theoretical intransigence was possible because both Marxism and the Wisconsin
School, despite reaching radically different conclusions, approached the study of worker
consciousness in a similar way. Although Perlman claimed to have developed his theory from
direct observation of union work rules and contracts, his argument was no more grounded in an
empirical analysis of consciousness than was Lenin's. In fact, neither theorist ever examined
what ordinary workers were actually thinking: Lenin simply deduced their thoughts from what

Marx and Engels had written while Perlman did the same from what union officers and employers
had written. I n neither case was the rank and file -- the intended object of study -- consulted.12
Lacking an empirical foundation, both theories rested on a set of assumptions about the
essential character of working-class interests. Lenin assumed that workers were naturally
socialists. If bourgeois ideology could be suppressed or a t least neutralized by the party, he
argued, the workers' "proletarian instincts" would invariably take over, compelling them to
embrace socialism. In contrast, Perlman assumed that workers were inherently economic
conservatives who, in the absence of Leninist agitators, would just a s naturally reject all manner
of radical and socialist doctrines. The original assumptions may have been different in each case
but the process of reasoning was the same. For both theorists, the starting point was some
essential property of worker interests to which all other strivings were ultimately reducible. 13
Sharing an "essentialist" conception of interests, Lenin and Perlman converged on an
equally idealist image of consciousness. In both theories, the only categories of thought that
existed were reform and revolution. Although perhaps defensible a s ideal types, neither concept
was deployed as a test of real world consciousness so much a s a substitute for it. Depending on
the formulation, workers were either socialist or economistic, class or job conscious, but never a
little of both. By setting up a neat dichotomy between reformist and revolutionary orientations,

Lenin and Perlman avoided the messy task of sorting out and understanding the full range of
actually existing intermediate ideologies that fell between both poles. l4
In this fictive world of polarized thought, the road from reform to revolution was
obstructed by various ideological obstacles, making it virtually impassable to the average rank and
filer. Lenin's proletarians were too stupified by bourgeois thinking to complete the journey, while
Perlman's trade unionists were too pragmatic to even begin it. Mobilizing the falsely conscious
and the cynical alike required the intervention of a party that was capable of shattering
conventional patterns of working-class thought. 1n.privileging the party, however, Perlman, the
former Menshevik, joined Lenin's Bolsheviks in minimizing the role of the working class a s an
active agent in its own emancipation. 15
This Lenin-Perlman consensus
vanguardism

-- anchored in essentialism, dichotomous imagery, and

-- lay a t the heart of the old labor history.

Focusing a t the institutional level of

analysis, Marxists and Wisconsinites wrote their contending histories of American labor from a
common vantage point high above the rank and file, looking over their heads to the impersonal
laws of the marketplace as the mainspring of unionization. Whatever disagreements arose were
rooted in differing conceptions of "the economic."16 Whereas orthodox Marxists such a s Philip
Foner traced the laws of the marketplace to the capitalist mode of production and therefore saw in
every act of worker resistance, no matter how small, an incipient challenge to the system itself,
mainstream labor historians such as Philip Taft, Perlman's prize student, viewed workplace
demands, even the most far reaching, as rearguard actions aimed a t protecting the diminished
economic opportunities created by encroaching product and labor markets. However much they
.might have disagreed in their interpretations of labor movement dynamics, neither Foner nor Taft

-- nor, for that matter, any of their modern-day disciples -- were ever led to seriously question the
consensus position. 17
The first real challenge to this consensus came from the "new" labor historians who,
echoing the populist and radical sentiments of the 1960s, sought to restore a place in history for
ordinary working people. Rejecting the elitist and institutionalist biases of the existing framework,

they found themselves on a collision course with the basic assumptions underlying the
historiography of workers' movements. l8 In the ensuing clash of paradigms, the new labor
history came out on top. Essential interests, the ever reliable

machina of the old school,

were driven from the historical stage by flesh and blood actors whose lived experiences became the
focus of the new history. With the recovery of popular culture came a growing appreciation of the
diversity and complexity of working-class consciousness. Scrapping the old dichotomy between
reform and revolution, the new labor historians advanced a more nuanced understanding of the
workers' mental world, a s inherently dualistic and a t times self-contradictory. Such ideological
impurity did not mean, however, that the rank and file was confused or that they were incapable
of coherent action without the guidance of a party. Contrary to the vanguardist premises of the
old school, the new labor historians depicted the workers' "organic consciousness" a s a potentially
rich storehouse of insurgent values and beliefs. l9
As the old consensus unraveled, labor history broke out of its confining institutional
straight-jacket and began exploring the full panorama of working-class life. Placing ordinary wage
earners rather than unions a t the center of their narratives, the new labor historians set about
documenting the many and varied ways in which class has been experienced in America, not only
on the picket line or a t the union hall, but on the job and off, in homes, neighborhoods, bars, music
halls, voting booths, churches, synagogues, fraternities, clubs and indeed wherever workers
congregated. In countless case studies of local communities, workers' quotidian lives and
innermost thoughts were laid bare, revealing the rich variety of experiences and multiple identities
that went into making the American working class. 2 0
In aiming a t ever more authentic expressions of proletarian experience, however, labor
history has increasingly lost sight of its original target: the union, which, because of its
institutional character, has come to be seen a s a less genuine, even counterfeit, representation of
the workers' world. Sprung from an institutional netherworld dominated by cold and impersonal
organizations, the union seems out of place in the warm and intimate context of workers'
everyday experiences. 2 1

But if experiences and institutions belong to different analytical worlds, they nonetheless
occupy a common empirical universe in which neither can be adequately understood apart from
the other. J u s t a s the old union-centered history lacked balance without an understanding of "the
subject," the new culturalism has been no less one-sided in neglecting the institutional
embeddedness of working-class experience. And so labor history has come full circle. Like the
institutionalism of old, the new culturalism has proven incapable of generating more than a
partial, if richly detailed, account of the workers' total universe. 22
Where the new historians err is in failing to distinguish their critique of institutionalism

a level of analvsia from the study of institutional life itself. Without such a distinction, they have
unthinkingly thrown unions out with the bathwater of institutional analysis. In so doing, many
labor historians have begun turning away from the industrial arena altogether, abandoning
economic institutions for the headier stuff of culture and experience. This has even been true of
such neo-Marxists a s David Montgomery who, while speaking in the vernacular of class and
production, has considerably less to say about unions than abobt the shop floor experiences of
workers. 23
In deflecting attention from unions, the new historians, culturalists and Marxists alike,
have drawn the field of labor studies away from its original concern-with the dynamics of
capitalist society. For Lenin and Perlman, a s for Marx and Commons before them, unions were
not only economically-based interest groups but potential vehicles of social change, whose
importance lay in providing the principal means through which wage earners, one of the two great
classes created by the industrial revolution, constituted themselves a s a n organized force capable
of influencing the direction of modern society.24 Whether conceiving of unions a s Lenin's
"transmission belts" of revolutionary consciousness or a s Perlman's engines of bourgeois selfinterest, the study of labor organization has been driven by the larger prospect of understanding
the class basis of societal change and stability. That American unions never represented more
than a minority of all wage earners, that they have engaged in questionable, even unsavory,
practices, and a t times seem to have forgotten whose side they were on

-- none of these well-worn indictments served up by the new historians in any way alters the fact
that organized labor, for all its faults, has provided one of the most enduring links between class
and protest for the past century. 2 5
The study of organized labor as a social movement, which animated the old history, is
being taken up anew by historically-minded industrial sociologists. Unlike their contemporary
counterparts in the field of labor history for whom institutional realities have become an everfading blur, the "new" industrial sociologists are bringing processes of class organization, and
unionism in particular, under a sharper focus. Combining traditional sociological approaches to
class analysis with more recent theorizing on social movements, they are rediscovering unions a s
the

locus classicus of industrial conflict, recognizing their

centrality to working-class mobilization

and social change. 26
But for all the light that has been cast on the organizational aspects of class formation, the
workers' mental world remains shrouded in darkness. Like the experientialism of the new labor
history, the organizational perspective of industrial sociology largely ignores the ideological nexus
between workers and their unions, thus leaving the explanation of ynion loyalty and membership
dynamics under the uncontested sway of the old consensus. The tenacity of Perlman's theory is a
case in point: despite repeated attacks from every conceivable angle, his argument "remains," a s
one critic recently lamented, "by default, the only intelligent, overarching explanation for why
American workers behave the way the did and
That Perlman's explanation remains viable says less about its "intelligence" than about
the failure of most critics to engage the theory of job consciousness on its own turf. If the old
consensus is ever to be effectively challenged it will mean returning unions to the center of labor
studies, not in some mechanical fashion that merely reproduces the former institutionalism, but
rather by viewing the relationship between unions and their members through the experiential
lens of the new history.28 The thought of analyzing unions from "the ground up" will no doubt
offend the sensibilities of many labor historians, making both institutionalists and culturalists a bit
uncomfortable. But there is no reason, apart from intellectual tradition, why the two approaches

should not be brought together a s part of an emerging synthesis that reintegrates the union, as a
critical component of the proletarian experience, into workers7everyday lives. 29
This synthetic project is now long overdue. A decade ago, in an influential review essay,
David Brody argued that "the truncated state of the field
larger meaning

-- rich in its findings, unclear a s to

-- places the task of synthesis high on the agenda of American labor history."

Addressing himself specifically to the new historians, Brody proposed a new synthesis which takes
"as its starting point not culture but work and the job" as the "common ground applying to all
American workers."30 Searching for some such "common ground"
"working class culture"

-- whether it be "the job" or

-- holds out the attraction of advancing beyond the narrow "male and

pale" focus of the old union-centered history, but it does so while retreating from the larger
questions of social transformation that drew earlier generations of labor historians to the study of
unionism in the first place. To the extent that our historical sights remain fixed on the industrial
sources of stability and change under capitalism, unions and other institutions of working-class
organization remain central to our vision of labor history.
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